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THE ART OF LIVING
How much has the way we’re living changed,
compared with the avant-garde visions of 20thcentury architects and designers? Using more than
150 objects and experiences, the Design Museum
(in partnership with IKEA Museum Almhult) digs into
that fascinating enquiry.

Olivia Colman gives an uproarious turn as Queen
Anne in this Restoration romp – about as far from
po-faced period drama as you can imagine, thanks
to a refreshingly filthy script from Deborah Davis and
Tony McNamara, and bold direction from Yorgos
Lanthimos.

The scheming plays out both in claustrophobic
intimacy, and on a grand scale: Sarah is funnelling
support towards her military commander husband
and war with France, to the horror of anti-tax aristo
Robert Harley (great turns by Mark Gatiss and
Nicholas Hoult respectively).

Concepts explored range from the mechanised home
and minimalist and nomadic visions to autonomous,
compact and shared living – the latter illustrated by
Anton & Irene’s One Shared House 2030 and the
IKEA-funded future living lab SPACE10.

Loosely based on a real story, Colman’s 18thcentury monarch is courted by two rival underlings:
Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, played as a sly
sexual and emotional manipulator by Rachel Weisz;
and Emma Stone’s subtly ambitious Abigail, who
spies an opportunity to reverse her family’s fortunes.

But this is Colman’s film. She’s simply riveting as
this mass of contradictions: the mighty sovereign
sapped by childlike neediness, stubborn and
mercurial, pitifully ill and yet, liberated by being the
only one who doesn’t have to perform to the court in
order to survive, also surprisingly soulful.

If you’re looking for interesting pieces to liven up your
home, this teeming event – Europe’s largest indoor
artist consumer fair, with around 300 exhibitors and
over 7,000 products from multiple countries – is
unmissable.

Hans Hollein in his “Mobile Office”, 1969

Sometimes, all you need to succeed is the right surroundings.

Even better: you cut out the middleman by buying
direct, with no extra commission, and in some cases
no VAT. Plus you have the pleasure of meeting and
supporting creatives.
Prices start from as little as £20, so it’s not just for big
spenders, and you can often source exciting finds from
emerging artists and makers. There’s also food from De
Ritz and music from Jazz Lane and other local bands.
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Until March 24
Adults £16, under-6s free
www.designmuseum.org

February 23-24
Chelsea Town Hall SW3
www.parallaxaf.co

Above all, this boutique-in-spirit fair has an admirably
egalitarian ethos, with no ruthless selection process, no
entry fees, and the chance to win £1,000 worth of art
and/or crafts.

‘Quiet State’, Lisa Reindorf

DANCE HOTEL
Guildhall Library
One for proud Londoners, the Guildhall boasts over 200,000 books, pamphlets, periodicals and other
material recording life in the capital. Add your magnum opus to their seven centuries’ worth
of fascinating archives.

It’s circus, but not as you know it. Canadian
contemporary crew Cirque Éloize celebrate their 25th
anniversary with this inventive new production set
in an Art Deco grand hotel; Sadler’s Wells’ Peacock
Theatre hosts the UK premiere.

Ah, for the halcyon days of the Obama White House. Get an
insider’s look via the former First Lady’s reflective memoir
Becoming, which takes us from her Chicago upbringing as
Michelle Robinson to that fateful meeting with Barack, being
a working mother, and of course life in the intense political
spotlight. Her warm candour is incredibly engaging, immersing
you in these extraordinary experiences, while her positive,
inclusive vision for the Presidency – and for America – feels vital.

How are you livening up your commute?
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To

There’s magnificent work, too, from the great
Patti LuPone as cynical friend Joanne, who fires
off one-liners like bullets, packs multitudes into a
drawl, and gives a musical theatre masterclass with
“The Ladies Who Lunch”.
Richard Fleeshman gleefully subverts the dumb,
sexy stewardess trope, and, as neurotic Jamie,
Jonathan Bailey freaks out in show-stopping

www.bl.uk

Until March 9
Peacock Theatre, Holborn WC2A
Tickets from £15
www.sadlerswells.com

OPERA COSÌ FAN TUTTE

fashion – with Alex Gaumond remaining annoyingly
placid as his fiancé Paul.
Bake Off’s Mel Giedroyc, Gavin Spokes, Jennifer
Saayeng, Matthew Seadon-Young and George
Blagden also contribute to a superb company
effort, exploring the hopes, compromises, comforts
and lingering ambivalence about pairing up in our
community of strangers.
Bunny Christie’s Alice in Wonderland-esque design
perfectly frames Elliott’s dreamlike, psychologically
astute production: triumphantly, a show for now.

Until March 30
Gielgud Theatre, Piccadilly W1D
Tickets from £12.50
www.companymusical.co.uk

It’s trad with a twist, as rising operatic stars take
on Mozart’s deliciously salacious and satirical work
about gambling soldiers and fiancée swapping. This
is the first revival of Jan Philipp Gloger’s acclaimed,
Olivier Award-nominated production.
Italian conductor and violinist Stefano Montanari
makes his Royal Opera debut, while four exciting
talents take on the young lovers: HungarianRomanian baritone Gyula Orendt plays Guglielmo,
Italian tenor Paolo Fanale is Rinuccio, Georgian
soprano Salome Jicia plays Sifare, and Italian

National Art Library, V&A
Unleash your creativity in this elegant reference
library covering all things artistic – from paintings
and fashion to metalwork. Aesthetically pleasing,
it features wooden desks, garden-facing arched
windows and a mezzanine balcony.
www.vam.ac.uk
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Cirque Éloize’s company features thrilling acrobats,
aerialists, jugglers, clowns and musicians, cleverly
blending spectacle, concert, comedy and drama – all
accompanied by Éloi Painchaud’s original score.
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Archive Hollein/Gufram
In fact, it’s so successful that it’s hard to imagine
it any other way – particularly with Rosalie Craig
luminously articulate in the central role, cool
self-confidence giving way to bravely facing her
vulnerabilities.

British Library
The largest library in the world, there’s always
something new to discover here. The superior café
is a great place to meet people, while the spacious
reading rooms are welcome to all inquiring minds.
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COMMUTER
CORNER

Stephen Sondheim’s 1970 musical comedy, about
a single man turning 35 who assesses his choices
via his coupled-up friends, is powerfully reborn in
Marianne Elliott’s gender-swapped production.

www.cityoflondon.gov.uk

Winding between the 1920s, 1970s and 2040s, the
show sneaks behind closed doors to reveal the tales
of tourists and travellers, the famous and infamous,
with a time-bending groom and the artful maître
d’hôtel acting as our guides.

THEATRE COMPANY

Ceretti, Derossi and Rosso’s unconventional chaise longue Pratone, 1971

OF THE BEST
INSPIRING LIBRARIES

There’s a variety of fine art, such as painting and
sculpture, as well as everything from jewellery and
ceramics to furniture, textiles, photography, glassware
and household accessories.

Other works on display include original furniture
from the Smithsons’ House of the Future (1956),
original footage from the General Motors Kitchen
of Tomorrow (1956), and an original model of Total
Furnishing Unit by Joe Colombo (1972).
The exhibition itself also raises questions, with its
translucent mesh-marked passages and rooms
asking how we experience space and challenging the
notion of privacy.
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FESTIVAL PARALLAX ART FAIR

FILM THE FAVOURITE
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EXHIBITION HOME FUTURES

MARIANKA SWAIN SHARES HER CAPITAL CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS

mezzo-soprano Serena Malfi is Dorabella. They’re
joined by Thomas Allen, returning to the role of
Don Alfonso, and Italian soprano Serena Gamberoni
as Despina.

Until March 16
Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden WC2E
Tickets from £8
www.roh.org

The London Library
A favourite among both writers and bibliophiles,
with former members including Charles Dickens,
Virginia Woolf and Agatha Christie, this millionbook institution has large, elegant spaces and
towering bookstacks – plus lots of lovely nooks.
www.londonlibrary.co.uk

Wellcome Library
The Wellcome Collection is renowned for its
medical history resources, but you don’t need an
MD to appreciate its newly refurbished reading
room: a comfy study and meeting spot featuring
artwork and intriguing objects.
www.wellcomelibrary.org

Bishopsgate Institute Library
Embrace radical thinking via this treasure trove of
pioneering movements – from socialism, humanism
and feminism to LGBT history, plus historic images
of local landmarks. The stained-glass dome
overhead should also inspire lofty thoughts.
www.bishopsgate.org.uk

What’s your favourite London library?
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To

